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We hear it:  "Times are tough!  We can't 
engage in strategic planning now!" 

Certainly, the challenge and stress of bad economic times are a 
reason why organizations don't create and pursue an up-to-date 
strategic plan. 

When an organization feels besieged, the natural tendency is to 
hunker down and to take very short-term actions to improve the 
situation.  The organization's focus narrows, costs are cut, 
advertising is pulled back, people are reduced. 

The issue with this response is that while the organization may 
"survive" in the short run, going forward it may be a shell of itself, 
maybe even a Zombie organization, technically functioning 
perhaps, but very impaired and not at all healthy, lurching about 
without any direction except to find whatever else can be 
devoured for continued survival. 

The case for strategic planning in a recession is that the planning 
is important to keep the organization's view wider so that as it 
takes the necessary survival steps it does as little as possible to 
block the road to a better future.  Simply, what's cut should be of 
lesser strategic importance.  Strategic planning in a recession can 
reveal new possibilities and directions brought forward by the 
changed landscape.  Strategic planning in a recession can unite the 
leadership team and give it a sense of greater hope and purpose.  

Strategic planning and pursuing a plan to reach a brighter future 
has to be more fun than lurching around like a Zombie! 

-- Lee Crumbaugh, founder, Strategic Business Leader© 

Did you know?  
 

• Businesses using strategic plans are 12% more 
profitable.  

• Only one-third of directors of 1,000 public companies 
say their company is achieving strategic success.  

• Data from 26 studies of the value of strategic planning 
concludes that strategic planning positively influences 
firm performance.  

Strategic Planning Focus of the Week:  
Limit the Strategies You Pursue 
 

Once a strategic vision is in place and the strategic gaps are 
understood, it's relatively easy to generate many possible 
strategies to close the gaps.  The challenge is to prioritize the 
possible strategies and select a handful for the organization to 
implement over the planning period.  It's important to limit the 
number of strategies to be pursued so the organization can be 
focused and to assure that the strategies are fully and well 
implemented. 

 
Strategic Vision of the Week 
 

Weyerhaeuser:  "We release the potential in trees to solve 
important problems for people and the planet." 

 

Strategic Planning Quote of the Week 
 

"The best way to predict the future is to create it." 
- Peter Drucker 
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Planning Insight From Strategic Business Leader© 

Need cost- and time-effective strategic planning that works? 
Strategic Business Leader© is your answer 

 



 

Strategic Business Leader© is committed to delivering a 
strategic planning system, tools and support that work. 
 We avoid what’s wrong with strategic planning as it has 
generally been applied.  
Our Fast Track Strategic Planning System© focuses on 
what’s most important: 

• Strategic Vision. 

• Strategic Gaps. 

• Strategies with Action Steps to close the Gaps 
and move toward the Vision. 

 

 

Our Fast Track Strategic Planning System© uses the 
knowledge and insights of the participants, based on 
Participative Process Consulting.   The process and the 
facilitator provide the structure. The planning team 
decides where to go and how to get there. 

 
Our Fast Track Strategic Planning System© is tested.  It's 
a highly efficient process.  It recognizes the reality that in 
today’s world, organizations can devote only so many 

hours to planning.  It’s derived from experience working 

with many organizations – from large corporations and 
businesses to associations, educational institutions and 
not-for-profits. 
 
Our Fast Track Strategic Planning System© 
makes effective planning accessible for all organizations. 
It offers tools, agendas, scripts and much more.  You can 
conduct "self service" planning with our system,  or get 
guided help or on-site facilitation as needed. 
 
Go to www.strategicbusinessleader.com to learn about 

and access the Fast Track Strategic Planning System©.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Strategic Business Leader© makes techniques, 
tools and training for achieving strategic success 
accessible for all organizations. 

Our vision is every organization creates a plan with 
strategies and action steps leading to greater success. 

 

 

 

 

Strategic Business Leader© 

 

Forrest Consulting 
725 Kenilworth Avenue, Glen Ellyn, IL 60137 

Office 630-469-8088  Cell 630-730-9619 
Email: fasttrackhelp@strategicbusinessleader.com 

Websites: www.StrategicBusinessLeader.com    www.FastTrackPlanning.com    www.Strategic-Plan.com 
Strategic Thinking & Strategic Action blog: www.leepublish.typepad.com/strategicthinking/ 
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Don't delay!  Without a strategic vision and a plan to get there, 
your future is not as bright as it can be. 

 


